
Mary Magdalene and her mission for these times.

In these times of secularization, especially in the Roman Catholic church which has been haun-
ted by many scandals, numerous untold people either in part or fully have turned their backs 
to this religion and their belief in God as was presented for centuries. Now a days people don’t 
want to tie themselves to a religion that preaches until recently hell and damnation if one did 
not follow the indoctrination of the church. A part of the church deserters did not want to tie 
themselves to anything and banished a belief in God from their life. The other part of church 
deserters went searching for a hold fast and they often found this in the numerous new Age 
movements, Indian gurus or shamanism. Christ as an inspiring power along with his mother, 
Mary, and other Roman Catholic saints were literally shown the door because their images 
that used to be predominately displayed in living rooms were after that no longer present. 
I am familiar with stories of believers up until the 1960’s of the 20th century that still wor-
shipped their crucifix, their Christ statue or Mary picture and suddenly were swept up in the 
religious revolution wherein people freed themselves from the chains of dogmatism in which 
religion had imposed on them. I know of images that literally were thrown in the water to 
never be seen again. People felt free, but is that so?
 
In these times we see millions of drug addicts over the whole world and the reason for this 
addiction among other things is that they cannot handle the daily reality and are searching 
diligently for another state of consciousness, whereby they for short or long periods don’t 
have to be present in the harsh daily reality. People could find no more comfort in religion 
and her Gods and Goddesses. People felt lonely and alone, as if nothing else existed than what 
could be observed with the five senses. But there are also millions of people that are optimally 
busy on a daily basis with their families, their work and their community service to their fel-
low human beings and still feel deprived of their Godly connection and still to a certain extent 
feel very happy. This has ultimately everything to do with awareness. Every human being has 
a God spark, a spiritual connection with the Almighty. This God spark =(Holy Ghost=Sophia/
wisdom=Light=Awareness) is  continually available to be opened, creating an understanding 
that there is in essence no emptiness in oneself but 
from the spiritual world there is guidance to con-
scious connections with love and wisdom that stem 
from these Godly powers. Often when people are 
searching for that spiritual connection it seems that 
these are blocked by the shutdown of certain cha-
kra’s. We see that it is not always easy to reopen the 
closed chakra’s. (The closing is often caused by suf-
fering and sadness and the hardness of life.) Yet often 
there is from an unexpected source, energy present 
which forms an indispensable key for opening cer-
tain chakra’s.
 
Her performance is not based upon myth, fable or fabrication but is a historical fact.
 
Chakra’s
Through my work with spiritual radiesthesie it is possible for me to measure if someone’s cha-
kra’s are open or closed. To bring about an optimal exchange of energy between a person and 
the cosmos, all chakra’s need to flow of energy. If for example the root chakra, also named the 
Muladhara chakra, is closed, then one is not well grounded. The solution to being grounded is 
to go into nature. To consciously connect and physically touch nature. The sacral chakra stands 
for sexuality and creativity. Creative expression is fully expanded when the sacral and the 



other chakra’s are working optimally. With regard to the solar plexus, this chakra is opened 
if closed by the power of love from the heart of Mary, the mother of Jesus. This is clearly de-
monstrated by my measurements and this is confirmed by the many responses I have received 
about this. Similarly the key to definitively opening the heart chakra, if closed, is done by the 
mystical heart of Christ. Images of Mary and/or Christ whose both hands are pointing to the 
heart, are representing the energy of these Godly powers. (See my article about this in the 
magazine Spiegelbeeld from September 2015.)
 
A very recent discovery is that the intense power of love 
from Mary Magdalene stands for the opening of the throat 
chakra.
 
Mary Magdalene
Why Mary Magdalene? There is much evidence that has 
emerged that she was the partner of Jesus during both of 
their lives. Sometime after the crucifixion of Jesus she fled 
to the South of France to escape the Roman persecution. 
There is a lot of information about this, for instance the Be-
nedictine scholar Rabanus Maurus (776-856) in his books 
about the holy Mary Magdalene. Rabanus wrote about the 
arrival in Marseille in the Gallic province of Vienne. After that the refugees spread out. Mary 
Magdalene and Maximinus went together to Aix and Martha went to Tarascon. Mary Magdale-
ne speaks to the inhabitants of the province. Her performance is not based on a myth, fable or 
imagination but is a historical fact. In the ‘Golden Legend’ of Jacobus de Voragine and written 
between 1260 and 1264 it reads: “In the 14th year after the suffering of the Lord and ascen-
sion, long after the Jews had killed Stefanus and expelled the other disciples out Judea, the 
disciples left to other countries of different nations and spread the word of God. During this 
time one of the 72 disciples, the blessed Maximinus, was with the apostles. It was Maximinus 
to whom St. Peter had commended the guardianship of Mary Magdalene. During the diaspora 
were Maximinus, Mary Magdalene, Lazaus, her sister Martha, Martha’s maid servant Marthilla, 
the blessed Cedonius and many other Christians were put on a ship by the heathens without a 
helmsman or rudder into the ocean so that they would all drown but by God’s providence they 
finally arrived in Marseille.”
 
Mary Magdalene is also pictured with a book or scroll in her hands representing knowledge. 
She is not a dumb woman. Mary Magdalene is literate; she can read and write. And she did 
public appearances and proclaimed a universal and mystical Christianity.
The ‘Gold Legend’ states: “When the blessed Mary Magdalene saw the people gather to bring 
sacrifices to the idols, she came forward calmly and with a serene face, advised them with 
carefully chosen words to leave the honoring of the Gods and preached with inspiration about 
Jesus to them. All that heard her admired her beauty, her elegance and the sweetness of her 
message.”
 
When I read these stories in the book of Dr. Annine E.G. van der Meer ‘The Black Madonna 
from Primal to Final Times’, it felt as a flash of revelation, that her power could have to do with 
the throat chakra. I felt a certain logic. Mary the Mother of Jesus opens the solar plexus, Jesus 
the heart chakra and Mary Magdalene with her elegance the throat chakra.
 
Magdalene and the throat chakra
Now it was necessary to find a good image of Mary Magdalene which would radiate her cor-
rect Godly power, because not every image of Jesus, Mary and Mary Magdalene represent their 
correct Godly power. Because of the infinite possibilities of the internet I found the attached 



picture of Mary Magdalene with the magnetism 
of her as a Godly creature.
 
My feeling is a premise that Mary Magdalene 
could have to do with the opening of the throat 
chakra in the correct way. Now only the eviden-
ce. Two days later after this supposed discovery 
I had my first client, and although I once in a 
while get a client with a closed throat chakra, 
this client came indeed with a closed throat 
chakra. On one of my tables the tools are shown 
that one needs to grow spiritually. A few days 
before I also had added the name of Mary Mag-
dalene and yes, the measurement indicated that 
this person should connect to Mary Magdalene.
 
Because this person put her hand on the at-
tached image of Mary Magdalene I could show 
her after a while that her throat chakra opened 
at that moment. The evidence was provided, 
although I know that this chakra did not open 
permanently and that the client has to continue 
working with it. To my surprise two days later 
my next client also had a closed throat chakra 
and again it was the energy of Mary Magdalene 
that demonstrably opened this chakra. Never before did I have two clients in a row that both 
had closed throat chakras.
 
Using the voice with love
Hippolytus from Rome, one of the church fathers that lived in the beginning of the 2nd cen-
tury, cited James, the brother of Jesus, saying that James handed down many words to Mary 
Magdalene. This proves the eloquence of Mary Magdalene. One of her secrets that may now be 
revealed is that she by her power activates speech and eloquence. Someone who is an intro-
vert will express themselves better by her loving energy. This also applies to someone who has 
been silenced for years. However her energy for the throat chakra is only activated if one uses 
their voice to point out to others, who possibly are still sleeping, the love and the wisdom of 
the heart.
 
By choosing the right words and sounds the hearts of others can be activated to be opened for 
Gnosis or knowledge and loving words that originate in the heart. It is in these times of great 
disorder that the heavenly powers open the gates to remind us of our inextricable connection 
with the Godly consciousness.
 
This last one is the third discovery in the past three years about opening the chakras. First 
I discovered three years ago the opening of the heart chakra by the mystical heart of Christ. 
Last year the loving heart of Mary was added with the opening of the solar plexus, the feeling 
chakra. And now through the received momentum, there is proof that by her eloquence Mary 
Magdalene stands for the opening of the throat chakra, to express with a clear and distinct 
voice insights which are related to love and wisdom.
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